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Disclaimer

This program does not provide medical advice. 

Information in this program is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended as a 

substitute for the advice provided by your physician or other healthcare professional or any 

information contained on or in any product label or packaging. You should not use the 

information in this program for diagnosing or treating a health problem or disease, or prescribing 

any medication or other treatment. It is your responsibility to speak with your physician or other 

healthcare professional before taking any medication, nutritional, herbal or homeopathic 

supplement, or adopting any treatment for a health problem.  If you have or suspect that you 

have a medical problem, promptly contact your health care provider. Never disregard 

professional medical advice or delay in seeking professional advice because of something you 

have read in this program.  Information provided in this program and the use of any products or 

services purchased from our web site or affiliated sites by you DOES NOT create a doctor-patient 

relationship between you and any of the medical professionals affiliated with this program. 

Information and statements regarding dietary supplements have not been evaluated by the Food 

and Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Everyone is different; not all products or services are suited for everyone.  The creators of any 

products or services will not have any liability to users for injury or loss in connection therewith.  

THCG makes no representation or warranty and disclaim all liability concerning any treatment or 

any action that is taken following the information provided within or through the program.   

Weight loss or health modifications can create injury.  THCG urges you to first obtain a physical 

examination and approval from your physician.  You agree that by using any of THCG products or 

services, you do this entirely at your own risk.  Any recommendation for changes in diet 

including the use of food supplementation or weight reduction products are your responsibility 

and entirely at your own risk.  You agree that you are voluntarily purchasing products or services.  

You assume all risks of injury, illness or death.2/2/2019 Copyright The Health Coach Group 3



Calculating Your Total Daily Energy 
Expenditure
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For this you will need your activity logs from the previous week.  Transfer your totals from 
the bottom of the page into the appropriate location.  For example, all of your sleeping 
minutes from Monday will go into the sleeping column.  

Fill out the entire table; then add the totals for each activity and place that number in the 
corresponding totals line.  Next, divide that number by seven (the number of days in the 
week).  Write that number, for each exercise, in the average box.  This is your daily 
average for each activity.

Take these averages and login to http://www.health-calc.com/diet/energy-expenditure-

advanced. Input the averages to get your average total daily energy expenditure.

Day of the Week Sleeping Sitting Standing / 
Walking

Light Exercise Moderate 
Exercise

Intense 
Exercise

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Totals

÷7 ÷7 ÷7 ÷7 ÷7 ÷7

Average

http://www.health-calc.com/diet/energy-expenditure-advanced


Calculate Your Daily Caloric Goal
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There are two ways (listed below) to calculate your daily caloric goal.  With either option, 
it is important to never create a caloric deficit of more than 1000 calories per day.  Eating 
too little food to support your activity will result in overly fast weight loss, including loss of 
lean muscle mass and bone density needed to support health and vitality.

Method One: Take your TDEE and subtract 500 calories from it. That is your new daily 
target goal, and will typically support weight loss of about one pound per week.

Average TDEE as calculated in previous 
activity

Minus 500 calories -500

TOTAL (Daily Caloric Goal

Method Two: Calculate your TDEE for your weight right now, and then calculate the TDEE 
for your ideal weight, using the same level of activity. If the difference between the two is 
less than 1000 calories per day, you can eat at the TDEE for your ideal weight.

Current Weight TDEE Ideal Weight TDEE

Take the above number 
(current weight)

And subtract this number 
(ideal weight). Enter the 
difference below

If the number in the bottom right box is less than 1000, use the Ideal Weight Caloric 
Amount.



Making Small Changes
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With your caloric goal in place, it’s time to focus on Healthy Habits and small changes for 

the coming week. Look at your LoseIt.com food tracker from the previous week, and 

identify the following:

What did you average daily in calories?

How many fruit servings did you average each day?

How many vegetable servings did you average each day?

Two Focus Items for the Week:

Total Daily Calories and your Focus Goal

Now set a goal for each focus item:

Total Daily Calories Goal

Your Focus Choice Goal



NEAT and Your Activity
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Within the context of this program, when we're talking body, we're talking activity.  For a 
moment, though, let's talk body proper.  There are all types of bodies and all types of 
bone structures and builds.  All bodies are good bodies.  It's important that, when 
considering aesthetic goals, you realize that you cannot change your body type.  You can 
become strong, healthy, and fit - but you cannot change your bone structure.  

As you consider your Healthy Habits, please keep this in mind and consider what a 
realistic, aesthetic goal may be for your body in the long-term, knowing that you cannot 
change what nature gave you.

It is NOT realistic to think you're going to go from Couch Potato Extraordinaire to 
Marathon Runner within 12 weeks. What we CAN do is look at where you're starting (both 
your NEAT and planned activities) and build a sustainable level of activity, that you'll 
enjoy, from that foundation.

Look at your activity tracker from last week that you used to calculate your TDEE.  Where 
are you starting from with regards to Body?  Review again the average daily activities that 
you used to determine your TDEE.

How many hours per day are you sitting?

Is that amount good for you, or do you want to decrease it? 

How many hours per day are you standing? 

Is that amount good for you, or do you want to increase it? 

Do you have any planned activity times in your weekly schedule right now?  If not, are you 
interested in adding those in? 

(There are no right or wrong answers here.  It's very important to honor where you are on 
your journey and not force behaviors you don't enjoy just to yield results).
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Use the worksheet to identify movement areas where you can make small changes on a 
daily basis.  Remember to focus on NEAT, Non-Exercise Activities.  In other words, those 
activities that do not include sleeping, eating, or exercise.  What about committing to 
standing while speaking on the phone for the next week?  There are very small ways to up 
that NEAT! 

Come up with four or more options to increase your NEAT.  For example, while sitting at 
work, you could play music and move your feet to the music.  Or possibly while standing 
in line for your morning coffee, you could shift back and forth between your feet.

Sitting Standing Walking

Change One

Change Two

Change Three

Change Four

Based on the information above and your unique starting point, what are you going to 
commit to right now?  This is for the coming week; each week you will be re-assessing 
your plan and making modifications.
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How are you going to up your NEAT on a daily basis?

Remember not to change more than 10% from week to week - so if you haven't been 
planning activity at all, maybe start with 1-2 walks a week.  This will add up, over time, to 
significant change and won't be a huge shock to your system.
Now that we have covered your NEAT goals, we should take a look at your exercise goals.  
Again, come up with four options to potentially use in the future to increase your exercise 
levels.

What planned activities will you be adding in?
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Light Exercise Ideas: Weed your garden, spring cleaning, casual walk around the block

Moderate Exercise Ideas: Raking leaves, riding a bicycle, roller blading, slow jogging, or 
light rowing

Intense Exercise Ideas: Singles tennis, jump roping, running, race walking and aerobic 
dancing are a few examples of strenuous or vigorous exercise.

Light Exercise Moderate Exercise Intense Exercise

Change One

Change Two

Change Three

Change Four
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How are you going to up your exercise on a daily basis?

Again, remember not to change more than 10% from week to week - so if you haven't 
been planning activity at all, start with one or two choices from the Light Exercise Ideas.

What exercise do you plan to add in?
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